Scholars Hour

As a learning enhancement, Scholars Hour helps to improve students’ retention and academic achievement by providing a dynamic and interactive learning environment outside of class. Scholars Hour is a systematic and disciplined approach to get students actively involved in the learning process and engaged in their coursework. The ultimate goal is to help students learn discipline, add structure to their lives, adopt scholarly habits, and become lifelong learners.

Scholars’ Hour is regularly scheduled, out-of-class intentional study time that gives students an opportunity to meet with classmates to compare notes, discuss readings and key course concepts, develop study skill strategies and prepare for exams. SH takes all the hassle out of managing a study schedule and agenda. Think of it as guaranteed study time!

Come into

**Come into**

**Monday – Wed. Lewis 130**

**Tues., Thurs. Lewis 131**

**TIME: 6:00pm-9:00pm**

Sponsored By:

Rosary College of Arts and Sciences Academic Success Services

For more information, please contact Robbi Byrdsong-Wright, byrdsong@dom.edu or 708.524.6831